4RE DVR Center Console Bracket Installation Manual

NOTE: There are different manufacturers of Center consoles that have different sizes and lengths for the bracket, ensure the manufacturer type matches the type of center console bracket used. The following brackets fit most Center Consoles

Parts included with Bracket:
- Center Console Bracket
  - WGP01487 Console Faceplate Adapter, 4RE, Jotto-Troy, 2"
  - WGP01439 Console Faceplate Adapter, 4RE, Jotto-Troy, 3"
- (2) – 1/4"-20 Socket Head cap Screws (WGP00787-002)
- (4) – 1/2" Black Sheetmetal Screws (WGP571)
  - Optional Filler Panel
  - Optional Riser
    - WGP01439-001 Console Faceplate Extender, 4RE, 1"
    - WGP01439-002 Console Faceplate Extender, 4RE, 2"
    - WGP01439-003 Console Faceplate Extender, 4RE, 3"

Parts needed from 4RE system (in separate box):
- 4RE DVR

Tools Required:
- Philips Head # 2 Screwdriver
- 3/16 Allen Wrench
Before Installation

Before installing the bracket in the vehicle, ensure there are no missing or damaged parts from the box. If there are any missing or damaged parts, please contact: Customer Service at 866-384-8567

*Note: For more detailed instructions on installing the complete 4RE system, please refer the 4RE Vehicle Installation Manual.

Before installation, ensure that the system cables are routed to the center console.

Mounting the Center Console Bracket

Before mounting the bracket, double check that all the cables have been routed to the center console and have enough length that the cables will not come unplugged if the 4RE DVR is removed.

After making sure the cables lengths are correct, ensure there is enough space so the cables are not pinched on the bottom of the center console.

Optional: If there is not enough room for the cables, use a “Riser” (different sizes available) as pictured below. The “split” in the riser is placed to the bottom of the DVR.

Or adjust the screws after the bracket is in place.
The bracket fits snug on the 4RE DVR, so angle the bracket to catch a rear corner of the 4RE DVR and use both hands to slide the bracket to the top of the DVR.

After the bracket is installed, fasten the Bracket to the DVR so that it will not move with (4) 1/4"-20 Allen screws using the 3/16" Allen Wrench. (Not all screws may be used). After the Allen screws are tightened, attach all the cables to the corresponding ports and place the DVR into the Center console.

Fasten the bracket to the center console with the (4) 1/2" black sheet-metal screws using the Phillips Head #2 Screwdriver.

The bracket installation is complete.